Step One

- Concentration / musical chairs idea (with the facts)
- Scavenger Hunt
- Jeopardy
- Earn a FCCLA pin
- Earn parts of a banana split
- Earn cupcake and different toppings.
- Bingo
- Extra Credit points.
- Relay races - teams compete games and then run down and touch correct answer on the wall for a team point.
- Shirt and Fact Official - Use old T's for winner of the facts.
- Amazing Race - build pyramid - get a clue.
- Puzzle
- Will the winners win? (Study fact sheet first - card - double up)
  - Ask Emily Davenport for cards.
- Officers - get on internet - work in teams to see who complete it first.
- Put facts/answers up around the room.
- Charades
- Go to National FCCLA website - search for webquest - send home as a homework assignment.
- Powerpoint with basics of FCCLA - plug in your own pictures
- promote FCCLA and then complete Step One.

Done at the opening social. Halloween theme used it as a cake walk.